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soiled Work? In a way of speaking, perhaps, yet on no account alongside the strains of de Sade
or Henry Miller. "Dirty" probably simply because inside of this amazing quantity of brief tales (a
follow-up to her award-winning assortment Patterns) writer Pat Cadigan unflinchingly explores
the consequences of know-how on sleek and near-future societies, humorously demanding
situations our perceptions of reality, and chillingly strips away our civilized facades to confront
the bestial nature of our Dirty Work: Stories souls. With tales like "Home by means of the Sea,"
"Dispatches from the Revolution," "No Prisoners," "50 how you can enhance Your Orgasm," and
"Naming Names," Pat Cadigan shows an enviable skill to take on a number of themes, moods,
and perspectives. And makes all of it appear easy. that includes 18 wonderful fictions (including
the formerly unpublished "Lost Girls" written particularly for this book)-as good as fascinating
writer advent to every story-Dirty paintings is a proposal provoking, usually funny, by no means
compromising assortment by means of certainly one of America's so much proficient authors. It
does not get any higher than this.
it Dirty Work: Stories used to be too rambling and disjointed for me to read. surrender on like
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